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kt Wlrlal
a. One of the oldest properties of electrons la their emission of

X-rays (Olacroto and contimuous spectra) when impinging on amt tor. 

b. Cloud-chamber tracks show lient ionization, an conmiderable

multiple scattering, except for foot electrons Tracks are long

and range indefinite.

C. Measurements la alumirzm show:

(• ) For B > 0.7. E l ■ 4 or' , the range (i.e., "extrapolatee 

range") of electrons of energ E, velocity Bc, la linear

la energy. (Fenther Rule Ramett; Cork) .
(B) For 8 20.7 21.4 •2) rang- proporttonal ro (E - =2) .

Therefore, -dE • 
“x 1

(0 For absorber not too thick, the absorption of an initial

Fermi (B - decay) distribution la nearly exponentinl.

(It la the extenston of the fatrly straight llao on a

logarithmic plot that gives the "extrapolated range" la this 

case.)
(S) End of range la not marked by cessation of rendings from

detector, but by leveling orf at a low value hich decreanes

only slowly with further increase of absorber thckness.

I
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(E. ) Cn— 1 c ray -ork shows apparent failure of theory- -mnway a

■harp break--at 200 Mor This is due to the poms!bility

* of mltiplicative proceaaee. lendin to formation of "shomers"

i, (frail tat ire Theory

a. The observation (8) is accounted for by Bremsstrahlune This to

obv ous, as electrone are known to produce x-rays when they impinge

on natter Persistence at laree thickness is then due to known

penetratine power of z-raye and -rays.

b. We shall see that Bremsstrahlung way involve lard* enero losses .

thus leading to considerable straggline On the other hand.

Bremsstrahlung is important only for fast electrons But slow

as noted above--wuffer large multiple mesttering. The lack

of a definite range (which sharply differentiates electrons from

hoary particles) is a oonsequence of these errects.

c. The fact that the range rarlee as (E - me ) for slow (not too

alow) electrons is in accord with the theory of stovping power by

ionization. Since the actual range is much longer than the thickness

of absorber traversed (due to multiple scattering) it is not

possble to make a more quantitative oomparison.

The principal processes by which electrons are stopped are ionisation

(including excitation) and Bremsstrahlung. The former prodoadnatee

at low energy, the latter at high. Due to their small mass, electrons

undergo large multiple scattering at low energies. Bremsstrahlung

entails large straggling and scattering- These ideas permit a

qualitatve account of the passage of electrone through natter, but a

quant i tat ire comparison is very difficult.
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B.Iomizationlese
l. There are two di ff erences from the correspomtin proceee fer ban ay

particles:

In • -electron collielon, the retuced mnss ie | a. net a an in 

an olortrM hnaoy particle collimion Thus, the deBroelle unve

leneth is doubled, and theref re hutn 1s dcubled, -hich tort a a

factor I under the logarithm

Mave functions have te be ant-mymetrised in the twe elect rne

for convenience, since the tec electrone aren’t dietin-

guishable, take the one with hicher final enerey te be the ineident

one.

3. As a remult of these two erfecte, the usual formla

2 L4 * mv“

is replaced by

4 g2------- ---------- 2
?(k Z.RT)

if ths change makes any drference, then the approximations are bad

aryway, so it isn't too important. For the correction (in the aen

relatvistc energ range) replaces

En 222 
k z, Rf

by 4 2.2 + i i 232- 
kz,Rn

2 - 1.2
k

Bur the A munt be»> 1. no the correction 1.3 la Mali.
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Accordingly, the qualitatv= discussion 1s like that for Mary partieles.

nmmely. a rapid deerense with inereasine enr to a broal minimum

ner Ke 3 me . follomed by a logari thmie inermame The rapid

decrenme at low mnero is nearly rtiowa: to . so that the

range ta menrly proportionn toz, An tmportant remult to the

fsetor NZo. wnich tells UM the mams stovpine power of matter varies

only •i—if with Zo

Real comparimon with experiment is dirfieult, due toz

a. Scattering at Low energy

The inerease beyond the minimm to obneured toy the ri at ay erfect

2
«. Hoever. range proportiomal to E . and mass bopci ryot or coerricient

nearly independent of Z,- tooth oo— rouzhly veriried

C.
l. This procese may too regarded Im taw wnyu: (a) am eouree of the

eoaott—nao x-ray spectrum; (b) a* cent ri but 1ng to the loss of

electrons. From the former etandpoint it to important over a wide

emnergy range; from the latter, tt to 1W art oat only -en not overehademed

by ionization looo— a—e^y, at ratner high emergies. It to muffieient

for the presemt purpose, and more simple, to eenter attention on the

second aspeet-

2. Bremsstrahlung Spectrum
The erooo ooetlow for an electron of energy E to lose a fraetian

bet f and f + dr of its energ by radiating a photon of energy

q s n is, in aboeneo of acroeciLmu
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a u(zg (-- /ur”,2 i -6 - nf
f ¥

(where • a Ae n- umun See Meitler. an 20. r. 1**.

Heteenherg. -Commie Rays". p. #o. 5th mrrensien---ich. h er
has a pzslim difrerenee ) Sinee thie — r me wt wt rat la te inelude

tme seremir of the mciem ef mharge Z. by lie • ectrme. this

m3 ow A Meat a ta* eroee-=ertiem "it comriete meremin& we get

c = 2,2, 2,2fa me ) “° 00- {“}F
(See Heitler. p. 170, — 24. Heie re. a. 12, e L The

mmller of theme =zrresmicne tculd be u=ed

ft is poesible fer Bremeetreh lune te ecrur a* the remult f • elome

eollisiom betw the im ident electren ane one ef*he

electrome The —'"resat nm stove inelude only cellmiome -ith the

mucleus ft arpear= from wor t Lana amd Mhemler that ta*
e

principal eerrectien is the -a* la ■ —ent ef the fartor 1' by

Z,(z,• X) Wie leads ta the — essiomes

41 X -«*‘,* •A2 J3 I +031 - " { „snF
40a • “**6* **-*i* *““ - "3{ } y .

«. The expressions can be made more perspicuoum by further mpproxmmtion.

based on the fact that ia nearly 1 for O A f € l.
mile &n ;  f) varies blovly mxcept -hen r la wr o ar l -- 

in fact the rapid variation near f=Oie art phyeical, as the

sereening intervenes.



de 3 aq z,(2,+ 4 2
une mmaller

2,(2,+ M)-*/ne 4

•Mt Curves given by Hitler (p. 170, rig. 1a) mhemw

(for the more accurate ezp Mi in (•)) thnt use of sharp

transit ponding to a mharp change from the molid curve

marked •D to Um dotted curve, alwnys using the lower--lends to

Me are here mout 2m the of emdtted photons.

fE, we see that

the

*vr App

energies--it la this thmt produces Um large strazglng. due ta

high probability of large energ loss.

The above expressions ean be slightly 1 (Heitler)

ao = Lqz,(z+1)(e*/me*2{r(H- r)l er g - i 

ene-4[g -

“0a5 - *,6** 20*-3* f *(91 - "3# [& 9 +*]

- ,2,2,2~ 4-.“e 4
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More 1 stine than the total eross-gectiem for Bremsstrahlung

(c= «,) io the "emerg-loss eross tion" f - r dEr •

, = 44z,(z,+ 1)(-3/me2)2 [£ 2-4] 
me

ume maller
, = Iz,(z,+ 1)(-‘/me”»”

18

To these expresmions mhould bo added the non-relativietie l1mitina

form:

6,= 4« 2,(2,+ IXo^/mV .

Note these expreseloms ar* almost the ones sotten retainine the

factor { r‘+($ - r} in de. but puttang x (-#[) ~o,
and integrating. But the precise exprenei one are cotten —ri

elaborately by Heitler.
b. Energ loss.

E f dc- ar 4, = ■ F P

Thus, E
-Xz

• 1.0. tial abeorption.

g *

Moro, we have ao an a f independent of E. Thio lo certainly

true of (2 ard even 

(In fact, for 6,
0 depends on E only logarithmically.

= dx NA = - dcn 2) . -aL Ko

• 2(+2)
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- (B•
-MAx 

I •

-NAx

hak,E 8 
me

1.4

This expression drfers from the one derived from , . but to

not generally important ) The wap a wet ial absorption only applies

whon the radiation loss >> ionization loss. Thio commonly

occurs only far energies mo large that , should be used, so

that dapendance of onE doesn’t spoil exxponential abacrptlea

la region where exponential abaci rptlea la to be used.

■ate we don"t have an exponential loss of electrone, but of bherCT

Discussion

The enere-lose eross-seetion, given by 03 at law energies, 

increanes l1nearly with Ai E will it la equal to after

which it levels off and retains thia value for all higher energies.

Rote e oa z2 pretty nearly Also note (Hettler, p 173, fig. 15) o
that transition from 3 (non-relativisti c) to 01 occurs about 
at E-2 me or z-3 =c. Also note that , la only three

or four times 03 • no • f never changes very wo ch with energy 

Roto: For part idea of mass x, get e/uc‘-—> 2Ae“ ;
2

(m/K) _ Then, Bremsstrahlung ismmall fortherefore.

heavy partlelee

eme

»
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1. Omit of 1 for Bremantrahlung --meam free path -"Radintion Length"

E =

A • sa
2 = "mean free path far radiation or mero" $ distanee in -hich

-]• bg factor •energ decr

= Radiation Length.

When Bremsstrahlung is a dominant process, it 1s convenient to une

aa a unit of length. Usunlly put t = x/

Then rate of production of quanta af energ f* w Wil— Il t rafel K 1e

rg-
2. Critical Energy.

As Energ E increames, Bremsstrahlun inereames in proportion

mometimes faster. But ionization decremses rapidly to a broed

Win law. then incressem only logarithmcally. Thus, ionization

dominates at low enerer, Bremnetrahlung at high energ There is

accordingly a "eritical range" where the two effecte ar* comparable

For une in ch ** ar theory, one defines a critical mnero 9 at «hich

■

Therefore,

P ■ -•» or 8 = A’P’P)
In fact* A and F ar* nearly independent orBin the critical 

region, since this turmout to be one in which F varies at momt 

logarithmically, and no does A . Roughly,
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z,cz,- 1)1 * o i therefore

Boz,1"
3. Tabulated Data.

The following data are from Rossi, H11»> Particles, p. 295

Substance Air H20 Al Cu Pb

) in gm cm-2 44.6 37.7 37.1 24.5 19.« 14.1 13.1 6. J

8 in Kev 102 84.2 83.8 48.8 35.2 24.3 21.8 7.1

5 s, ■
are based on the formula with complete screening.

b. These numbers were calculated using That is, they

They contain

C A

an additional refinement, namely, correction for inaccuracy of the

Born approximation used in deriving the formalas. The correction

is semi-empircal; theory shows that the cross-section should be

increased (and A

but the constant «{

2
and P decreased) by a factor (1 o Z0), 

is evaluated empirically. Rossi gives

~{ = 0-12 , so that the correction is 12% f»r Pb, but less
(R2)2

than 2% for Cu.

c. The values of B are in need of further correction. However, 

their only use is in shower theory, vhhere the crudeness of the

theory -makes it unprofitable to carry the accuracy of the numbers

very far
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Further fu—wr*.

a. The sloving down of a fast electron in anttar N, Zo- can be

described as follows: It loses energy by radiation at a rate

proportional tc ita energy that the energ decrenses

exponentially with path t rarerwed ■ ent 11 ita enere la of the 

order of B . Here it mnkes a transitiqn to the cellimion loan 

mechanie, but--since B > Lonization

nin1 ana eowtlnuna for a short time

to lose energ at a decrensing rate.

It quckly passes through the al nl—,

however. and then muffere tooleatice

loss at an Inerensing rate until

stopped. Thia behavior la displayed

in the figure, which la for Pb.

b. Hoitier'a discussion of ezperimerts of Blackett and Mi lean ah ana,

however, that thia description la true only for electrons having

E € A 200 Mae the cascade process comine in at higher energies
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